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In this paper, we proposed an ultrafast and nanoscale hot-wire flow (NHF) sensor implemented
in a 0.18 µm complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor microelectromechanical system
(CMOS-MEMS) technology. The nanoscale wire was released and reduced in thickness
and width by an in-house developed post-CMOS fabrication process, hence the heat
conduction loss is greatly suppressed, while the response time of the NHF sensor is
significantly improved. Benefiting from the nano size of the hot-wire (a width of 622 nm),
the NHF sensor exhibits an ultrafast response time of 30 µs (@ airflow velocity of 0m/s), a wide
flow range of 0–30m/s, and a cut-off frequency of 21 kHz under the constant temperature (CT)
mode. In addition, an equivalent circuit model (ECM) was established in PSPICE to predict the
NHF sensor performance, and the theoretical simulation results were in good agreement with
the experiment results.
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INTRODUCTION

MEMS technology has grown rapidly over the past few decades (Kuo et al., 2012), and its rise can be
traced back to the inspiration of Feynman’s lecture in 1961 (Feynman, 1992). The main purpose of
MEMS is to pursue the smaller device sizes, lower costs, and higher performance. CMOS-MEMS
technology has been recognized as one of the most effective ways to realize low-cost miniaturized
devices due to its highly integrated capabilities. As a result, research interest in CMOS-MEMS
combined technique has increased dramatically. Based on the sequence of CMOS and MEMS
process, CMOS-MEMS technologies can be classified into three categories: pre-CMOS, intra-CMOS,
and post-CMOS (Qu, 2016). In pre-CMOS technology, MEMS structures are defined and embedded
in advance on silicon wafers (Qu, 2016). While for intra-CMOS technology, CMOS process steps are
intertwined with additional thin films deposition and micromachining steps to form MEMS
structures (Kuehnel and Sherman, 1994). Compared to the above-mentioned two technologies,
post-CMOS technology is more attractive due to its excellent accessibility and compatibility with IC
foundries. In post-CMOS, all MEMS process steps are performed after CMOS fabrication is
completed (Qu, 2016). Of these, post-CMOS technology was first utilized in the fabrication of a
silicon-based pressure sensor by Borky et al. in the 1970s (Borky and Wise, 1979).

As one of the important devices realized in MEMS technology, MEMS flow sensors are essential
for various applications (Qiu et al., 1996), such as biomedical (Gray et al., 2018), microfluidics (Wang
et al., 2009), energy-efficient building (Fisk and De Almeida, 1998; Miao et al., 2014), and so on. In
general, micromachined flow sensors can be classified as either thermal or non-thermal (Kuo et al.,
2012). Specifically, thermal flow sensors are widely investigated, due to their simple structure and low
power consumption (Kuo et al., 2012). According to the thermal interaction between the sensors and
the fluids, thermal flow sensor can be classified into three types: hot-film/hot-wire flow sensors
(Comte-Bellot, 1976; Mailly et al., 2001), time-of-flight flow sensors (Byon, 2015), and calorimetric
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flow sensors (Kitsos et al., 2019). All types of micro thermal flow
sensors can be easily implemented in CMOS processes thanks to
their non-movable sensing structures. To this end, researchers
have recently tried to implement cost-effective thermal flow
sensors by using mature CMOS-MEMS technology. For
example, Miao et al. (Miao et al., 2014) reported a hot-wire
flow sensor that developed in a 0.35 μm 2P4M CMOS-MEMS
technology. The developed hot-wire sensor with a size of 300 μm ×
2 μm × 3.76 μm, achieving a sensitivity of 23.87 mV/(m/s) and a
heating power of around 0.79 mW. After that, Xu et al. (Xu
et al., 2020) also designed and fabricated a thermoresistive
micro calorimetric flow (TMCF) sensor by using a 0.35 μm
node CMOS-MEMS technology, and their sensor gained a
prominent normalized sensitivity of 228 µV/(m/s)/mW for
the airflow.

Generally, the basic characteristics that reflect the
performance of thermal flow sensors are response time,
sensitivity, flow range, etc. Although the calorimetric flow
sensor shows the highest sensitivity and bidirectional flow
detection capability, it requires two or more symmetrically
arranged temperature-sensitive elements, which results in high
sensor complexity and long response times (Kohl et al., 2007; Kuo
et al., 2012). For the time-of-flight flow sensor, a high-energy
thermal pulse for the microheater is needed so that a distinct peak
signal can be detected from downstream (Berthet et al., 2011; De
Luca and Udrea, 2017). For the hot-wire/hot-film flow sensor,
convective heat loss from a single thin wire/film (often referred to
as a heater), can be used to determine the flow (Heyd et al., 2010).
Meanwhile, by placing the hot-wire on a low-thermal
conductivity membrane and operating in constant temperature
(CT) mode (Nguyen, 1997; Chen and Chang Liu, 2003), the flow
range and response time of the hot-wire/hot-film flow sensor can
be significantly improved (Mehmood et al., 2019).

Typically, the response time of thermal flow sensors is in the
range of several hundreds of µs to several ms (Elwenspoek, 1999;
Buchner et al., 2006; Sosna et al., 2011). For example, Xu et al. (Xu
et al., 2022) proposed a CMOS-MEMS calorimetric flow sensor
with a high sensitivity of 453 mV/(m/s), and its response time was
demonstrated as 4.8 ms. However, this extremely long time
constant will limit the application of micro flow sensor in
fields requiring fast response (Verhoeven and Huijsing, 1996).
For example, the air intake of a car engine typically needs to
change from a positive flow condition to a negative flow condition
in less than 5 ms (Sosna et al., 2011). Otherwise, large delays in
gas flow sensing will result in intermittent engine stalls.
Moreover, turbulence measurements usually require fast
frequency responses above several kHz to measure velocity
fluctuations at ultra-small scales (Bailey et al., 2010). In
general, a common strategy to achieve a fast response time for
the thermal flow sensor is to scale down the sensing elements and
isolate them from the substrate (Balakrishnan et al., 2018).

With the help of MEMS technology, the response time of
micro thermal flow sensors can be shortened with the reduced
sensor size (Kunkel et al., 2006). This scaling benefit is also
applicable to the highly integrated CMOS-MEMS sensor.
However, to the best of our knowledge, most reported CMOS-
MEMS thermal flow sensors are still on the microscale. More

efforts should be taken to pursue a smaller sensor size and faster
dynamic response. In this paper, we proposed a nanoscale hot-
wire flow (NHF) sensor by using a 0.18 µm complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor microelectromechanical system
(CMOS-MEMS) technology. The NHF sensor is released from
the silicon substrate through an in-house developed post-CMOS
fabrication process, while the width and thickness of the sensing
wire is significantly reduced. Thereby, this NHF sensor shows a
short response time of 30 µs, a wide cut-off frequency of 21 kHz,
and a measurable flow range of 0–30 m/s in CT mode.
Furthermore, an equivalent circuit model (ECM), which for
heat transfer and interface circuit coupling simulation, is
established in PSPICE to rapidly predict the sensor
performance, including steady sensor output, response time,
and cut-off frequency. The analytical results provided by the
ECM are in good agreement with the experimental data.

FIGURE 1 | (A) The schematic of the NHF sensor. (B) The CT control
circuit for the NHF sensor. (C) The established ECM of the NHF sensor in
PSPICE.
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Theoretical Analysis
The proposed nanoscale hot-wire flow (NHF) sensor utilizes its
cooling effect from the forced convection to detect fluid flow (Tai
and Muller, 1988), as shown in Figure 1A. The NHF sensor
consists of only a hot-wire that is released from the Si substrate. It
is worth noting that its width is nanoscale. Two different
operation modes are commonly used for the electrical
configuration of the microheater: CC (constant current) mode
and CT (constant temperature) mode. Compared with CC mode,
although CT mode requires more complex circuitry, it can
significantly shorten the response time of the flow sensor
(Jiang et al., 1994; Shikida et al., 2009; Zhao, 2020). For the
configuration of the NHF sensor in CTmode, a negative feedback
circuit consisting of a Wheatstone bridge and an operational
amplifier is used (Shikida et al., 2009; Zhao, 2020), as shown in
Figure 1B. The hot wire Rh is placed in a quarter bridge and
serves as both a heater and a sensor. In addition, R1, R2, and Rs are
off-chip resistors. When the fluid flow over the microheater
increases, the resistance of Rh is decreased due to the cooling
effect. As a result, an increased voltage difference is formed at the
input ends of the operational amplifier, which causes an enhanced
voltage to be fed into the Wheatstone bridge. With the increased
heating power, the resistance of microheater Rh increases, and the
Wheatstone bridge balances again. The power consumption
required to maintain the constant temperature under different
flow velocities is monitored and used to determine the flow
velocity.

When the Wheatstone bridge is balanced, the differential
mode voltage is almost equal to zero. Thus,

R1

R2
� Rs

Rh
(1)

With the positive temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of
Rh, we have:

Rh � Rh0(1 + α(Th − T0)) (2)
where Rh0 is the resistance of the microheater at the temperature
of T0, Rh is the resistance of the microheater at the working
temperature of Th, α is the TCR of Rh.

According to Eqs 1 and 2, the constant temperature of the
microheater can be calculated as:

Th � ( R2Rs

R1Rh0
− 1)/α + T0 (3)

Eq. 3 demonstrates that the microheater can be operated in
different constant temperatures by setting the ratio of R1/R2 and
the resistance of Rs.

To understand the mechanical-thermal-electrical coupling
behavior of the NHF sensor, it is necessary to build an
equivalent circuit model of the microheater in the CT mode.
The relationship between the power consumption of the
microheater and the flow velocity is given by the King’s law
(King, 1914; Bruun et al., 1988):

P � (A + BUn)(Th − T0) (4)
where A is the heat loss that takes the conduction, radiation, and
free convection into account, and it is not a function of U. BUn

represents forced convection by the boundary layer flow, and the
exponent n is a constant value that depends on the sensor
structure.

Based on energy conservation, we have (Xu, 2017):

(A + BUn)(Th − T0) + ρheaterCheaterVheater
dTh

dt
� I2Rh (5)

where ρheater, Cheater, andVheater are the density, heat capacity, and
volume of the NHF sensor, and t is time.

Thus, the equivalent circuit model (ECM) of microheater
could be established in PSPICE, as shown in Figure 1C.
Cthermal is the thermal capacitance and Rthermal is the thermal
resistance as expressed in Eqs 6 and 7, respectively. More details
on simulating sensor performance with this ECM model are
described in the Supplementary Material.

Cthermal � ρheaterCheaterVheater (6)
Rthermal � 1

A + BUn
(7)

Sensor Fabrication
The sensor chip is prepared by the GlobalFoundries 0.18 μm
1P6M CMOS process. Typically, a high temperature
coefficient of resistance (TCR) is desired for a thermal
sensing material since the sensitivity to temperature change
is proportional to a material’s TCR (Kuo et al., 2012;
Balakrishnan et al., 2018). Besides, the resistivity of the
sensing material should be taken into account because it is

FIGURE 2 | The in-house developed post-CMOS fabrication steps for
the NHF sensor. (A) Chip fabricated by CMOS technology. (B)
Photolithography. (C) Oxide etching by RIE. (D) Al etching. (E) Si trench
structure by DRIE. (F) XeF2 releasing and PR removing.
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the change in resistance that is detected (Kuo et al., 2012).
Thereby, in consideration of the relatively high TCR and
resistivity values, polysilicon is chosen as the sensing
material of the NHF sensor.

For the microfabrication of the NHF sensor, an in-house
developed post-CMOS process is further adopted, as shown
in Figure 2. First, the sensor chip prepared by the CMOS
process is glued on a 4-inch Si wafer with a spin-coated
photoresist (Figure 2A). Second, a 4 μm thick AZ9260
photoresist is deposited on the sensor chip through a
spray coating process, and then the photolithography is
performed with a MEMS opening size of 200 μm × 400 μm
(Figure 2B). Next, the oxide reactive ion etching (RIE) is
conducted to form the microstructure of the NHF sensor
(Figure 2C). A vacuum pressure of 68 mT and a bias power of
85 W were used in the detailed RIE recipe, and the flow rates
of O2 and CHF3 were controlled at 1.5 sccm and 87 sccm,
respectively. Notably, the thickness of the NHF sensor can be
controlled by choosing different aluminum layers as etch
stops. Since reducing the thickness of the NHF sensor will
suppress the heat conduction loss, the second layer of metal is
used here as an etch stop. When this step is complete, the
metal-based etch stop layer is removed (Figure 2D). Then,
several Si trenches with a depth of 80 μm are defined through
the deep RIE (Figure 2E). Finally, the NHF sensor is released
from the Si substrate by XeF2 isotropic Si etching (Figure 2F),

and the depth of the bottom cavity is increased to about
100 μm.

Figure 3 shows a microphotograph of the fabricated NHF
sensor, where the 0.18 µm wide and 0.2 µm thick conductive
polysilicon layer is surrounded by silicon oxide. For the detail of
the NHF sensor, the resistance of the released 200 μm× 622 nm ×
2.7 μm (Length ×Width × Thickness) wire is 6087Ω at 25°C. It is
worth noting that the width of the sensing wire is successfully
shrunk down to the nanometer level by the in-house developed
post-CMOS process. However, the CMOS-MEMS fabrication
process and the mechanical strength of materials limit the
minimum width of the hot wire. For example, the standard
0.18 µm CMOS process offered by the GlobalFoundries
specifies a minimum width of 0.23 μm for the adopted etch
stop layer of Metal 2 layer. Besides, considering the possible
over-etching issue in the post-CMOS process, a proper allowance
should be designed around polysilicon. More importantly, the
finite element method (FEM) simulation shows that a 0.18 µm
wide wire may break under the worst wind load condition @
30 m/s, where the observed 370 MPa tensile stress exceeds the
yield stress of the oxide. Therefore, a sensing wire that is too
narrow in this CMOS-MEMS process may limit its measurable
flow range and reliability. In this paper, the fabricated 622 nm
wide wire that contained a 0.18 µm wide polysilicon shows good
mechanical reliability as proved by static structural analysis in
FEM simulation.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The NHF sensor is embedded in a printed circuit board (PCB)
and packaged in a flow channel with a cross-section of 15 mm2, as
shown in Figure 4A. Figure 4B shows the CT control circuit for
the NHF sensor by using PCB technology. An LM358 device with
an open-loop gain of 100 dB is used as the negative feedback
operational amplifier, and the supply voltage is 5 V. In addition,
the ratio of R1/R2 is set as 5/1 and the resistance of Rs is set as

FIGURE 3 | (A) The optical graph of the fabricated NHF sensor by using
a 0.18 μm 1P6M CMOS-MEMS technology. (B) The SEM micrograph of the
NHF sensor. The width of the sensor is 622 nm.

FIGURE 4 | (A) The encapsulation of the NHF sensor and (B) the CT
control circuit.
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35 kΩ. Thus, the overheat temperature of the nano hot-wire flow
sensor is determined as 62 K.

So far, a number of research works on the dynamic response of
thermal flow sensors have been reported (Jiang et al., 1994; Chen
and Chang Liu, 2003). However, due to the complexity of the
perfectly generated fluid steps, rigorous measurement of the
sensor response time is not that easy. Kohl et al. (Kohl et al.,
2003) placed a thermal flow sensor into a pipe and used a bursting
balloon to generate a sharply changed fluid step for the
measurement of the sensor time constant. But this testing
setup causes acoustic oscillations at 680 Hz superimposed with
the flow signal (Ashauer et al., 2001). To overcome this
shortcoming, (Sosna et al., 2011) utilized a complicated
experimental device including a membrane and a loudspeaker
to create a flow step. Given that it is difficult to generate a well-
defined fluid velocity step, the electrical method is used for the
time constant measurement commonly. In this paper, as shown
in Figure 1B, a square or a sine wave in series with a 750 kΩ

resistor Rr is applied to the non-inverting input of the amplifier,
and the response time and cut-off frequency of the NHF sensor
are determined from the output voltage Vh. Notably, both the
square wave and the sine wave have a bias voltage of 1 V and a
peak-to-peak voltage of 400 mV.

Figure 5 shows the testing system built for the NHF sensor.
The N2 flow is controlled by a valve and a commercial flow meter
(AWM5104VN, Honeywell, United States) is used as a reference.
In addition, a source meter (Keithley 2461, Tektronix,
United States) is used to provide a supply voltage of 5 V for
the whole sensor system. During the steady response testing, the
output voltage Vh is measured by a multimeter (DMM6500,
Tektronix, United States). However, when conducting the

FIGURE 5 | The experiment setup for the testing of the NHF sensor.

FIGURE 6 | The resistance of the NHF sensor versus temperature.

FIGURE 7 | The I-V curve of the NHF sensor and its overheated
temperature versus power.

FIGURE 8 | The measured output of the NHF sensor under CT mode
and its fitting results with the ECM.
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dynamic response testing, Vh is monitored by an oscilloscope
(DSOS104A, Keysight, United States), while an additional
function generator (AFG 31000 SERIES, Tektronix,
United States) is also indispensable to generate a square wave
and a sine wave.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resistance of the fabricated flow sensor wasmeasured in an oven
with an ambient temperature from 20 to 50°C. As shown inFigure 6,
the measured TCR of the microheater is 3.12 × 10−3/°C, which is
approximately equal to the commonly used material (platinum) for
thermal flow sensors. The positive TCR means that the resistance of
the microheater made of polysilicon is proportional to the
temperature. Further, source current ranging from 10 to 280 μA
was applied in themicroheater to reveal the relationship between the
resistance of the microheater and its power consumption. Figure 7
shows that only 462 μW of the power consumption is needed to
increase the resistance of the microheater to 6.83 kΩ, where the
overheated temperature of the NHF sensor is 53 K.

Figure 8 shows the steady output of the NHF sensor under CT
mode, with the flow velocity ranging from 0 to 30 m/s. The
parameters ofA, B, n of the ECM are extracted from themeasured
results. It is demonstrated that the performance of the flow sensor
predicted by the ECM is in good agreement with experimental
results. On this basis, further prediction on the dynamic response
of the NHF sensor could be started.

For the test of the sensor response time, a 1 kHz square wave is
adopted. Both ECM analysis and experimental results show
similar trends in the square wave testing, as shown in Figures
9A,B. At the rising and falling edges of the square wave, the

sensor output under CTmode is disturbed first and then becomes
stable again. The method to define the response time of the NHF
sensor is exhibited in Figure 9B (Chen and Chang Liu, 2003).
According to the measured data, the average response time of this
sensor is 30 μs with the absence of the input flow. It is worth
noting that this time constant τ will become smaller under high-
speed flow, as the thermal resistance Rthermal will decrease due to
the enhanced convective heat transfer.

For the frequency response test, the frequency of the adopted
sine wave is changed from 50 Hz to 100 kHz. Figure 10 shows
that the dynamical output of the NHF sensor first rises and then
falls as the frequency of the sine wave increases. According to
(Jiang et al., 1994), the cut-off frequency of the NHF sensor is
identified as fc = 21 kHz in the absence of the input gas flow. The
response of the sine wave testing verifies the time constant
measurement in Figure 9, which corresponds to

fc � 1
aτ

; a� 1.59 (8)

where the parameter a falls into the most reported value between
1.3 and 1.6 (Freymuth, 1977; Li, 2004).

In addition, ECM also successfully revealed the frequency
characteristics of the NHF sensor in CT mode. Therefore, this
proposed ECMwill be very useful for the design and optimization
of high-performance hot-wire sensors.

Table 1 summarizes the proposed flow sensor’s performance
and compares it with reported works. It can be seen that our flow
sensor achieves better performance, including a wide detectable flow
range, low power consumption, and short response time. Notably,
Jiang’s work was implemented in pure MEMS technology (Jiang
et al., 1994), which achieves a faster response time than that of this
work, mainly due to its length (10 μm) beingmuch smaller than that
of our sensor. However, it is not difficult to reduce the NHF sensor
length in CMOS-MEMS technology. While in this work, we have
tackled the difficulty to narrow the wire width down to nano-scale,

FIGURE 9 | Square wave response of the NHF sensor under CT mode,
including simulation results (A) and experiment results (B). The response time
of NHF sensor with the absence of fluid flow is measured to be 30 µs.

FIGURE 10 | Sine wave response of the NHF sensor under CT mode,
including simulation and experiment results. The measured cut-off frequency
of the sensor is 21 kHz.
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which is not achievable inmost reported works, especially in CMOS-
MEMS technology.

CONCLUSION

We developed a CMOS-MEMS based NHF sensor and
investigated the sensor dynamic response under CT mode
through square wave and sine wave tests. Since the width of
the fabricated sensing wire is reduced to the nanometer scale, the
NHF sensor achieves a wide detectable flow range of 0–30 m/s, a
low power consumption of 500 μW, a short response time of
30 µs, and a wide bandwidth of 21 kHz. The ultrafast
performance achieved by this NHF sensor will enable it for
the turbulent flow measurement in aerodynamics. Moreover,
an efficient ECM is proposed, which can well predict not only
the steady-state response of the NHF sensor but also its dynamic
response. Therefore, the proposed ECM will be a very useful tool
to assist the design and optimization of high-performance hot-
wire sensors in the future.
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